Accelerating computation of CGH using symmetric compressed look-up-table in color holographic display.
The huge computational complexity is a challenge for computer-generated hologram (CGH) calculation in a holographic display. In this paper, we propose a symmetric compressed look-up-table algorithm to accelerate CGH computation based on the Fresnel diffraction theory and compressed look-up-table algorithm. In offline computation, the memory usage of horizontal and vertical modulation factors is reduced to the order of Kilobytes by using translational symmetric compression and wavelength separation. In online computation, we develop a one-time generation of color holograms method which is accelerated by matrix convolution operation. Numerical simulation results show at least 13 times faster than existing algorithms without sacrificing the computation precision. The optical experiments are performed to demonstrate its feasibility. It is believed that the proposed method is an effective algorithm to accelerate the computation of CGH in color holographic display.